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We make premium kiosks because we
are a... kiosk manufacturer

User Interface

QMAGINE WAYFINDER

Wayfinder Interactive
Software
How often had you struggled to find a place ?!
How often had you had difficulty to find what you were looking in a space!
The answer to these questions goes through the use of a wayfinding system.
Wayfinding is a set of visuals, sound, tactile, among others, that allow people
to move about in a safe way space and informed.
The Qmagine Wayfinder software is an interactive solution that allows
guiding people to find their way into large areas.

Ideal for airports, shopping malls, hospitals, big box
stores, conference and exhibition centres, museums,
office complexes, universities, casinos and hotel
complexes, cruise ships, transport hubs and much more.

Centralized Management
Services
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QMAGINE WAYFINDER

User Interface
Design study, UI and UX for a specific project Wayfind.

Start

Menus

Services

Advertising
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User Interface
The graphics presented changes in the criteria and needs of each client.

Location Description

Infographic map

Comments

Advertising
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Layout
Layout and size of the content on the screen. The areas are
defined on the screen by order of presentation and content
to be displayed.
The Qmagine technology drag 'n' drop system makes it
accessible to all types of users to create attractive layouts,
dynamic and customized in a few steps.

Users
This area is made to management of system users and
assign them to profiles that determine your level of
permissions.
Viewer - You can only view information about the Digital
Signage network, unable to do any changes.
Administrator - In addition to the Editor privileges can
manage players groupings change the privileges of users
of the system and delete library content.
Editor - In addition to the viewer privileges, you can edit
the existing content in the library and add new ones.

Mapping
This area is made to manage the graphics maps.
It is possible to associate the points of interest and routes
multimedia information as well as define the floors.
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Categories and Shops
This area is made to manage the categories and shops lists.

News
In this area we can make the management of news.

Contents Shopping
This area is made to manage the information content
of the shop store.
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System Architecture
Diagram
Standard Connection

YPORTAL

Developing the solution were considered as priority factors the easy configuration from any existing workstation on
the network (via LAN or VPN), ease of installation and system configuration.
Real-time management of content along with the analysis of operational data by creating reports, are an aid in the
management of services.
The Qmagine systems have a modular structure which allows individual configuration for each installation / need.
The software provides a simple and intuitive to use, either by the user or the operator.
The Qmagine systems are a tool to improve the efficiency of customer service, helping the presentation of information
and conveying a more modern image, efficient and dedicated to the customer. At the same time the manager is replaced
by a tool with access to all kinds of information in real time (eg, more research carried out news more views, etc.).
The complete system management can be performed locally or remotely so as to be possible for example to the
management of multiple channels.
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User Interface Design
Presented some of the layouts are installed in equipment developed and
produced by PARTTEAM company, or are software's layouts that PARTTEAM
company distributes, or are just representations of layouts for the customer
to visualize the possibilities that can be implemented.
We remember that the Qmagine Interactive is a very versatile application
and therefore can create other layouts using drag and drop techniques or
other features.
Wayfinding reflects a new approach to how we move and our relationship
with the surrounding space.

Features
Improve the quality of the service;
Improve organizational image;
Optimize clients attendance processes;
Reduce large amoung of peoples in
theattendance zones;
Broadcast information, training,
promotions to customers / users on
hold;
Detailed statistical information;
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Qmagine Line
QUEUE MANAGEMENT

Backoffice

Qmagine Sign
CORPORATE TV | DIGITAL SIGNAGE

Software

Tezis Model

The Qmagine Software detach in the market for its functionality and versatility,
because it has the ability to adapt to different needs and sectore.
Its functionality enables the creation and configuration of layouts and system
parameters in a very intuitive and accessible way.
If there is a specific project with features that are not yet present in the
current version, the QMAGINE development team is available to explore the
possibility of new developments as needed.
Backoffice

Our software is modular and allows the integration of the queue management
software with the corporate TV | Digital Signage module.
See more: www.qmagine.com
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Real Catcher
The Automated Audience Measurement Solution
Real Catcher is based on innovative image analysis techniques and
uses a standard webcam, ip camera, or special video analisys
systems like Kinect, Primesense and others to perform an analisys
to facial images of people watching displays.
System analyzes the stream of images provided by the camera
and enables to measure the effectiveness of digital advertising,
counting number of people passing near the media, how many
people are actually looking at the media and provides their dwell
time, attention time and demographics and other indicators as
viewers gender and age group.

If you
measure
it does
If you
cancan
notnot
measure
it, itit,does
notnot
exist.
exist.
William
Thomson,
Kelvin
(1824-1907)
William
Thomson,
LordLord
Kelvin
(1824-1907)
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Virtual Directory

QMAGINE WAYFINDER

STAINLESS STEEL
AISI304/316 OR PAINTED
STEEL (RAL COLORS)

www.oemkiosks.com

The Natural Development Of
Communication!
Regarding the communications and information systems, the world uses less
traditional media information systems, demanding new systems, in which technology,
broadcast all necessary information in real time, in a more accessible, attractive,
organized and complete way.
The use of such systems by citizens is fast and has excellent feedback. The
Interactivity with this type of system allows user to quickly find more and better
information.
Since nowadays the messages are no longer limited to simple text, this system can
combine images, sounds and even videos in order to get the attention of users in
a natural way.

TEMBU, ZYTEC AND CORAL
MODELS

In addition to the location of all
divisions of shopping centers
map, hospitals, airports, etc.,
these kiosks allow a wide consultation of information (promotions, tourist itineraries,
campaigns) and can even be
used for advertising or partnerships with entities through software's digital signage and
Wayfinder.
Through this type of media, users have at their disposal
information points equipped with the latest technology
applications and can for example be used as virtual directories
for floors research or stores from visitors.
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NOMYU AND AEKI MODELS

Purposes
This type of system can outpace the "digital
gap", because the touchscreen systems can
reach a wide range of people of all ages.
Usually these people don't look at this
system as a simple computer with a mouse
and a keyboard but rather as a simple and
easy system to use.
Decrease the use of traditional signage,
reducing costs and providing greater
harmony on the store/shopping. The system
is attractive, efficient and intuitive when
sending the information to the users. It also
allows a quick and sensitive navigation
throug the whole system.

Outdoor
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Indoor

QMAGINE WAYFINDER

Wayfinding
The solution that makes everything easier.
Our interactive digital kiosks are the ideal equipment for the presentation
of interactive maps or wafinding system solution.
The use of large displays allow statements to be filed with great detail,
allowing the search of a place or navigation very intuitive and accurate
map.
This equipment is ideal for the integration of software related wayfind
and tour guides, giving users and tourists an extremely useful tool in
search of places of interest.

If you can not measure it, it does not
exist.
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin (1824-1907)
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> TEZIS MODEL.

Nomyu Premium Type

QMAGINE WAYFINDER
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Powerful and
Professional !
Modern and Elegant Design
In 2000 the production of first PARTTEAM kiosk
started !
Since that time kiosk technology has been
developed enormously. And so did PARTTEAM
and their products, that has been synonymous
with the design and production of state of the
art kiosk technologies.
NOMYU kiosk is the result of years of research
and development , with innovative tecnhical
features and a sophisticated design that result
in a supreme product..

YOUR ADVERTISEMENTS CAN GO HERE!

Positively elicit interest from people ......

Digital Signage
Detailed information of the floors

The lifts in addition to being a means of transport, are also meeting places
and places of human concentration, we all use. Enroute / route, people are
more receptive to information that we provide them.

Institutional communications
Ex. Director of the message to your
employees

In this place we can easily identify our target audience, selecting the content
that they give you a higher interest. (Ex.) Any person can select a restore
floor, quickly will be projected information, promotions and news related
to this sector.

Advertising
Information, promotions and news
General information

Who announces this platform can expect the best for your business...
Entertainment
.
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OEMKIOSKS follows a methodology with
well-defined developmental steps for the
production of the kiosk:
• Project Knowledge
• Criteria and Requirements
• Evaluation of Components
• 3D Design and drafts
• Review of Key Points (ergonomics, safety,
access to components, aesthetics, etc.)
• Production of Prototype
• Component Assembly
• Quality Tests

OEMKIOSKS (PARTTEAM GROUP) is proudly
one of the few manufacturers of multimedia
kiosks in Portugal.
With an unmatched ability to develop multimedia kiosks projects, OEMKIOSKS
assures customers the development and production of Specific projects for any
multimedia kiosks, with the required functionality without sacrificing creativity,
whose final result will certainly guarantee the success of the project.
The company uses advanced technologically systems that enable the production
of small to large quantity of kiosks, guaranteeing a high quality final product.
This capability allows the development of kiosks with the requirements of the
clients and projects, whether creation / design of entirely new models or making
adjustments to existing standard models.
At all stages of the project, since the study of electronic components to be used,
design and 3D renderization for approval of the client, technical production,
assembly and even the packaging are made by experimet technical staff that
respect the procedures and standards defined providing a unique quality of the
final product.
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WE ARE A KIOSK
MANUFACTURER
COMPANY
Having started its activity in 2000, based
in Portugal, PARTTEAM GROUP &
OEMKIOSKS operates in several areas,
including multimedia interactive systems,
industrial production, graphic design and
advertising, engineering and
telecommunications, web based
applications development, software
development, etc.
We are a leading provider and manufacturer
of multimedia and interactive kiosks, digital
signage billboards and totems, serving all
kind of industries as banking and
insurance, industry manufacturers,
education, tourism and hospitality, sport
and leisure, telecommunications, public
government, logistics and transports,
aviation, shopping and retail, advertising,
marketing and experiences, museums,
exhibitions, construction, real state and
others.
We know that success of a company is
actually connected to a strategic plan, that
approach citizens to digital technologies,
promoting experiences and sharing, and
thats why all company divisions participate
and interact with each other so that a
global harmony is achieved in every
product or service develop by our
company.

RELIABILTY & PERFECTION
PARTTEAM GROUP | OEMKIOSKS
selected a set of production lines, mostly
with the Quality System Management
certification according to ISO 9001:2008
To guarantee the maximum quality and
precision of our equipments, our qualified
tecnhical team assemblies every
component and product in our facilities,
and quality tests are performed before
delivering to the client. We pride ourselves
on producing equipment that most
finishing is done by hand, achieving
unprecedented accuracy.

STATE OF THE ART
DESIGN

Our engineers and designers have taken
care to create solutions which in
addition to innovative technology
represents a distinctive mark in regard
to the design, usability and ergonomics.
We develop kiosks, totems and digital
signage solutions (hardware and
software) that can maximize the return
of investment of our clients.

FAST PRODUTION
TIMES

With more than 15000 thousands of
designs, we have a refined process of
kiosk development and our in-house
fabrication together with other
manufacturing production lines allow
us to leverage our resources, creating
a flexible manufacturing capability that
enables fast response to low or high
volumes.

BESPOKE & CUSTOM EXPERIENCE &
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGICAL
Our in-house tecnhical and product
design departments are able to develop
CAPABILITY
any bespoke equipment with custom
design to fit the demands of each
customer and each specific project.

Several years has passed since our
first kiosk production, and we are
proud to continue manufacturing high
quality equipments for indoor and for
outdoor. We have more than 100
standard models and in some cases
we are in the 7th generation of our
kiosk models, and each one an
improvment on the last generation.

See More: www.oemkiosks.com • www.partteams.com
www.oemkiosks.com

This document is provided only for information purposes. The presented information is subject to change without prior notice, given the constant evolution of content.
THE PARTTEAM GROUP is not responsable for any errors or omissions in this document, based on the information it contains, as a result of its publication.

Contact us

Visit our showroom

Look online

We have the answers to
your questions.

If you wish to see some of our
kiosks, make an appointment to
visit and you will be surprised!

Find all the specifications to our
kiosks online and you will get all
the informations about our
products.

+351 252 378 589
+351 252 327 185

oem@oemkiosks.com
FX + 351 252 378 591

www.oemkiosks.com
wwww.quiosques.com
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